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Abstract— A data-driven approach has recently been
investigated for identifying human joint angles by means of soft
strain sensors because of the corresponding modeling difficulty.
However, this approach commonly incurs a high computational
burden due to the voluminous amount of data required and the
time-series-oriented network architecture. Moreover, the
nature of soft sensors makes the problem worse due to the
inherent nonlinearity and hysteresis of the material. In this
study, we developed a novel wearable sensing brace design for
measuring multiple degrees of freedom (DOF) ankle motions to
minimize hysteresis and to improve the measurement
repeatability and developed a computationally efficient
calibration method based on sim-to-real transfer learning. By
attaching the soft sensors to shin links rather than directly to the
ankle joint, the effects of external disturbances during joint
motions were minimized. To calibrate the sensors to body
motions, transfer learning was used based on the results from
musculoskeletal simulation(OpenSim) and sensor data. The
average tracking error for ankle motions using the proposed
method was found to be 12.0° for five healthy subjects, while the
direct deep neural network approach showed an error of 17.9°.
The proposed method could be used to calibrate the soft sensors
with 1000 times faster training speed while maintaining
comparable tracking accuracy with a smaller amount of data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Motion tracking has been widely used in various
applications in fields such as robotics, biomechanics, daily life
assistance, and graphic animation [1], [2]. Various methods
have been introduced for measuring body motions, such as
motion capture cameras, stereoscopic cameras, and inertial
measurement units (IMUs) [3]–[6]. Recently, soft strain
sensors have been attracting wide attention because of the
beneficial role in compliant, comfortable, and easy-to-use
wearable robotics for daily life [7]. Soft strain sensors are
highly stretchable, allowing for easy attachment and high
compliance with joint motion. Thus, such sensors enable the
estimation of human body motions by means of soft,
space-unconstrained, portable and wearable devices [8]–[10].
Among the various types of soft strain sensors available,
piezoresistive-type sensors [11]–[13] and capacitive-type
sensors [14], [15] have both been widely utilized in wearable
applications due to their simple read-out systems, easy
manufacturing process, and high stretchability [9].
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Fig. 1: Proposed wearable sensing brace for measuring
multi-DOF ankle motions: (a) four soft sensors on a flexible
shoe with axes of rotation at the ankle; (b) calibration process
based on transfer learning and simulation.

However, several critical issues also arise in the use of soft
strain sensors, namely, high nonlinearity, hysteresis and low
repeatability, all of which contribute to low measurement
performance [9]. These intrinsic behaviors originate from two
sources: the characteristics of the sensors themselves and the
effects of joint motion. The viscoelasticity of the soft materials
results in time-varying and unrepeatable operation [16], [17].
In addition, joint movements cause a variety of unwanted
disturbances, such as twisting and bending [8]. To address the
issue of unwanted joint behavior, various methods of
modifying the sensor attachment design has been proposed [8],
[18]. Various numerical calibration methods have also been
reported for realizing human motion tracking using soft strain
sensors [8], [19]–[23]. While the numerical calibration models
exhibit moderate performance, the advanced construction
considering the complex behavior of soft strain sensors is
required to obtain more accurate joint angle measurements.

Recently, machine learning has been used to compensate
for the nonlinearity and hysteresis of soft sensors [24]–[26].
Kim et al. reported the Deep Full-Body Motion Network
(DFM-Net) model for tracking whole-body poses with strain
sensors [7]. A data-driven approach was adopted to construct
an end-to-end mapping of the sensor signals to the user body
poses measured by a motion capture camera, using a
long-short-term memory (LSTM) network to accommodate
the time-varying behavior of the soft strain sensors. Moreover,
semi supervised learning have been reported for reducing the
effort on dataset collection [18]. A support vector regression
method has been utilized to achieve high-precision and
well-generalizable performance for walking poses [27].
However, when measuring the various body poses that can
occur in daily life, a large amount of motion data will
inevitably be collected, which will lead to a trade-off between
generalized measurement performance and fast and
computationally efficient calibration.
In this work, we introduce a sim-to-real transfer learning
approach for data-driven calibration for the tracking of
multi-DOF ankle joint motion using a wearable sensing brace,
as shown in Fig. 1. Sim-to-real transfer learning has been
widely utilized to overcome the difficulty of dataset collection
[28]. We use the OpenSim musculoskeletal simulation [29] to
simulate multi-DOF joint motions at the ankle, which are then
used to train the calibration model in advance. Subsequently,
we fine-tune the pretrained model with individual motion data.
Based on this process, the proposed calibration method can be
completed with a smaller amount of data and within a
remarkably short time.
We have developed a wearable sensing brace design to
reduce the time-varying behavior of soft strain sensors, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The sensing brace includes four
fabric-based capacitive strain sensors, which are characterized
by high linearity and repeatability. The soft sensors are
attached with hook-and-loop fasteners (Velcro™) to the shin
link rather than being directly attached to the ankle joint. This
sensing brace design was quantitatively proven to result in
improved hysteresis and repeatability in the sensor operation.
Based on this achievement, we can utilize a simple fully
connected neural network architecture instead of a
time-series-oriented architecture for calibration. The
performance of the transfer-learning-based calibration method
for monitoring ankle motions is verified through quantitative
comparisons with direct end-to-end deep neural network
(DNN)-based calibration in terms of measurement accuracy,
generalized measurement capability, and the training time
based on tests involving multiple users. To show the
applicability of the proposed design in real-life activities,
various tasks related to ankle motion are demonstrated.
II. WEARABLE SENSING BRACE
We focused on reducing the time-varying behavior of the
wearable sensing brace to enable fast and computationally
efficient calibration. We selected capacitive strain sensors to
meet the requirements of high linearity and repeatability and
developed a sensing brace design suitable for measuring
multi-DOF ankle joint motion with low hysteresis.

Fig. 2: Specifications of the soft strain sensors: (a) structure and
schematic of a strain sensor; (b) strain-versus-capacitance
characterization of a soft sensor.

A. Fabric-Based Capacitive Strain Sensors
Capacitive strain sensors have high linearity, good
repeatability, and low hysteresis [14], [20], [30]. Minimizing
time-varying property in sensor behavior can guarantee
reliable long-term use and linearity enables the measurement
of changes in length independently of the initial length of the
sensor, making less dependent on users' unique physical
characteristics.
The basic principle of a capacitive strain sensor is that it
measures the changes in capacitance caused by changes in the
distance between two pieces of conductive fabric when
stretched. The sensors used in this study are designed with a
five-layer structure in which conductive fabric and
nonconductive polyester fabric are sequentially stacked, with
final dimensions of 9.5×120×2.7 mm, as shown in Fig. 2(a)
[14], [20]. The conductive layer in the middle is connected to a
signal line, and the two outermost layers are grounded. The
fabric layers are glued together with silicone rubber
(Ecoflex™ 00-30, Smooth-On, USA). The electrode in each
layer is formed by the simple attachment of a small clamp
terminal. The data from all four strain sensors of the brace are
simultaneously collected at a 250 Hz sampling rate using a
capacitance-to-digital
converter
(FDC2214,
Texas
Instruments ™, USA).
B. Cyclic Loading Test
A cyclic loading test was conducted to investigate the
mechanical properties of the sensors, as shown in Fig. 2(b). A
sensor was stretched with a sinusoidal wave profile at a
frequency of 0.1 Hz. Pretension was imposed by means of an
initial extension length of 20 mm; the maximum extension
length was 50 mm, representing the full range of changes in
length that can be caused by ankle movements. The sensor

Fig. 3: Design and performance of the sensing brace: (a)
overview of the proposed sensing brace; (b) names and
placements of the four sensors [DF, dorsiflexion; PF, plantar
flexion; PR, pronation; SU, supination].

was subjected to 500 load cycles to validate its repeatability
during long-term use. Fig. 2(b) shows that the soft sensors
exhibit sufficiently high linearity and repeatability with low
hysteresis, as reported in previous studies [14], [20]. The
results of linear regression show high linearity (R^2= 0.998),
high repeatability, and a low hysteresis error (5.16%). The
slope in linear fitting was used for the calibration model in this
study.
C. Sensing Brace Design
The design of the proposed sensing brace is based on the
concept of placing each sensor on a body link (shin), instead of
directly attaching it to the ankle joint, and using a wire to
stretch each sensor as the joint rotates. As a result, the sensors
are not subjected to any unwanted deformations other than
stretching by intentional joint motion. The concept of
attachment to a body link was inspired by a previous report [8],
and we extended this concept to multi-DOF joint movements.
The sensing brace consists of four soft strain sensors, a
flexible shoe with wires routed through sheaths, and a
hook-and-loop fastener (Velcro™) cuff on the shin, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). We selected the locations of the sensors based on
the axes of rotation at the ankle [31]. The sensors for the
talocrural joint axis are called the dorsiflexion (DF) and
plantar flexion (PF) sensors, and the sensors for the subtalar
joint axis are called the supination (SU) and pronation (PR)
sensors; these sensors are arranged as shown in Fig. 3(b). The
modularization of the sensing brace with the shoe and shin
cuff improves user wearability and facilitates size adjustment.
The shin cuff fixes one end of each sensor, and the shoe
supports the wires and predetermines their paths.

Fig. 4: Quantitative performance validation of the sensing brace
design: (a) hysteresis analysis based on data collected from the
four sensors during dorsiflexion and plantar flexion
movements; (b) repeatability and insensitivity to sensor
placement when the sensor is attached at locations higher than
the baseline location by 1 cm and 2 cm.

D. Performance Validation of the Proposed Sensing Brace
The quantitative performance of the proposed sensing
brace design was validated by measuring its hysteresis and
repeatability. For the low-hysteresis performance of the
sensing brace, we examined the sensor signals during
dorsiflexion and plantar flexion movements, as shown in Fig.
4(a). The joint angles were measured through a motion capture
experiment. The results show that the proposed brace design
exhibits low hysteresis. The hysteresis errors of each sensor
were measured to be 14.6% for the PF sensor, 8.63% for the
SU sensor, 4.16% for the DF sensor, and 5.93% for the PR
sensor.
In addition to low hysteresis, our sensing brace shows high
repeatability and robustness with respect to the initial sensor
location. We examined the signal from the DF sensor during
5~10 repeated dorsiflexion/plantar flexion movements while
perturbing the placement of the sensor. From the initial sensor
location, we stretched the sensor farther and attached it at
locations that were 1 cm and 2 cm higher than its original
location. The results show that the proposed sensing design
enables highly repeatable operation regardless of the precise
location of sensor attachment as shown in Fig. 4(b). The

slopes obtained through linear regression are -0.00140,
-0.00141 and -0.00128 for the baseline location, 1 cm
extension and 2 cm extension, respectively, and the
corresponding coefficients of determination (R^2) are 0.990,
0.988 and 0.995. The high repeatability and insensitivity to
sensor placement compared to the case of direct attachment at
the joint are presumed to be due to the fact that the change in
length caused by joint rotation is always fully converted into
deformation of the sensors by means of wires, regardless of
the sensor placement. This finding suggests that the proposed
hardware design may offer reliable measurement performance
even with repeated donning/ doffing of the sensing brace.
III. TRANSFER-LEARNING-BASED CALIBRATION
The calibration of a sensing device refers to tuning the
sensor signal to correspond to actual movements. In this work,
our aim is to monitor the angles of the two fundamental
rotational axes of the ankle joint: the talocrural joint axis and
the subtalar joint axis [31]. We assert that a motion
representation with respect to these 2-DOF biomechanical
joint axes, instead of a representation in terms of arbitrary
3-DOF Euler angles, can provide more realistic information
about
user
activity.
Here,
we
introduce
a
transfer-learning-based calibration approach to achieve fast
and computationally efficient model construction. The process
of sim-to-real transfer learning consists of first pretraining a
calibration model on a musculoskeletal simulation dataset and
then fine-tuning the model using a dataset from a motion
capture experiment. We designed a multistep neural network.
For comparison, we also constructed a direct end-to-end DNN
with a network architecture analogous to that of the proposed
transfer-learning-based model.
A. Dataset Generation in a Motion Capture Experiment
We conducted a motion capture experiment to measure the
joint motions corresponding to changes in sensor signals. Six
markers were attached to the foot and the links, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). The motion capture device (Trio:V120, OptiTrack,
USA) measured data at a sampling rate of 120 Hz. Each
subject was asked to sit on a chair and move his or her foot
while wearing the sensing brace during two motion sessions.
The first session involved reciprocating rotation in six
directions while maintaining a neutral pose. The experimental
protocol was designed to measure the angles across the entire
range of motion (ROM) of each representative joint axis and
to include the interdependency of the joint axes. The second
session involved random circular rotation. The details of the
motions performed in the two sessions are illustrated in Fig.
5(b). Both sessions for all participants were conducted without
guidance feedback in order to measure the free movement of
each individual. We recruited five healthy subjects (males
with an average age of 21.1) to perform the requested ankle
movements while wearing the developed system. All
experiments were conducted with approval from the internal
institutional review board of the Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology.
B. Musculoskeletal Simulations
Musculoskeletal simulations were performed to measure
the changes in surface length ( ) corresponding to various
joint movements (
). For this simulation, we used the

Fig. 5: Experimental setup: (a) measurement of ankle
movements using the proposed brace and a motion capture
system; (b) movement protocols in the motion capture
experiment, i.e., reciprocating rotation in six directions and
circular rotation; (c) musculoskeletal model, including the axes
of rotation and the four virtual muscles, in OpenSim.

OpenSim 4.0 software [29], which has been widely used for
simulation-based approaches to wearable robotics [32], [33].
The lower-limb model 2010 of Stanford University was used
[34]. The skeleton in this model has predetermined joint axes
and the dimensions of the bones are based on a 170 cm tall
male. Virtual muscles were attached at the joint in accordance
with the locations and orientations of the four strain sensors, as
shown in Fig. 5(c). Both ends of the virtual muscles were fixed
to the bone in accordance with the geometry of the wires and
Velcro cuff. Since the simulation is using a forwardkinematics-based approach, stiffness and damping were not
considered. We extracted the relationship between the change
in the virtual muscle length ( ) and the change in the ankle
angle (
). The ROM for two-DOF ankle motions was set
to -40° (plantar flexion) to 20° (dorsiflexion) for the talocrural
joint axis and -20° (supination) to 30° (pronation) for the
subtalar joint axis. This ROM was discretized, and simulations
were performed for a total of 806 combinations of the two
rotational angles (31 cases of the talocrural angle and 26 cases
of the subtalar angle).
C. Neural Network Architecture
The network architecture developed for transfer-learning
-based calibration consists of three parts, namely, a sensor

Fig. 7: Coordinates used for data representation.

Fig. 6: Schematic of the proposed transfer-learning-based
calibration model [S-map, sensor calibration map; MD-net,
motion-decoding network; T-net, transfer network; ∆C,
measured sensor capacitance; ∆l, deformation length; ∆P,
coordinates of the center of the foot in Cartesian coordinates
defined with respect to the ankle joint; ∆θ, ankle joint angle;
sim, quantity estimated through simulation].

calibration map (S-map), a motion-decoding network
(MD-net), and a transfer network (T-net), as shown in Fig. 6.
Because of the significant reduction in hysteresis enabled by
the hardware design, the neural network architecture is
designed with a time-invariant structure instead of a
time-series-oriented architecture, such as a recurrent neural
network (RNN) or LSTM architecture. Therefore, our
calibration design relies on a simple model structure with low
data needs, thus enabling fast training.
The S-map has a simple linear structure with a diagonal
matrix that maps the sensor signal
to the sensor
deformation
on the basis of experimentally verified
calibration gradients, as shown in Fig. 2(b); this part of the
architecture does not need to be trained, which is why we call
it a ‘map’. The MD-net solves for the inverse model of the
musculoskeletal simulation
this
network is designed with three fully connected hidden layers
with a tanh activation function. The number of common
neurons is empirically set to 16. The T-net’s role is the
fine-tuning of the simulated results (
) by considering the
actual motion results ( ) for an individual.
While the ultimate objective of calibration is to monitor
the joint angles, we initially map the sensor signals to the
relative coordinates of the foot with respect to a Cartesian
coordinate system that is defined such that the x-y plane
contains the two ankle joint axes (talocrural and subtalar) and
their center, representing the center of the ankle joint. The
reason is that matching the angle differences between the
simulation and the real measurements would require a
nonlinear relationship, whereas these Cartesian coordinates
can be matched with a linear relationship. The x axis was set
as same direction with talocrural joint axis and y axis was
virtually generated by extracting the basis vector from the

subtalar joint, as shown in Fig. 7. Based on observations, we
designed the T-net with a linear mapping to enable easy and
fast regression based on a small dataset, thereby enabling fast
and computationally efficient calibration. After estimation of
the Cartesian foot coordinates, the Cartesian result ∆P is then
transformed into the joint angle ( ). For comparison with the
proposed transfer-learning-based calibration model (transfer
model), we also trained a direct end-to-end calibration model
(direct model) with exactly the same neural network
architecture as that of the transfer model.
D. Training
The first step of training the transfer model is to train the
MD-net on a simulation dataset. We conducted this training
process using a mean squared error (MSE) loss function and
the adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.0005 [35]. The next stage of training is to
fine-tune the model by training the T-net on an actual motion
capture dataset; for this purpose, the MSE loss function and
the ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 were used.
Various methods of linear regression are available; in this
study, we used the iterative gradient descent method to ensure
fair quantitative comparisons. For the direct model, we also
used the MSE loss function and the ADAM optimizer, and we
set the learning rate to 0.0001. The mini-batch size was set to
approximately 1% of the number of training samples, and
overfitting during training was prevented by using the
conventional method of dividing the dataset into training,
validation, and test sets (at a ratio of 8:1:1). To show that the
proposed calibration model can be constructed using fewer
data, we used only part of the training dataset to train this
model. The same validation dataset was used for both models.
All of the results discussed in the next section are inferences
obtained by applying the trained models to the test dataset.
The training processes were conducted with Keras
(TensorFlow) backend and a single 11 GB NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
IV. RESULTS
To validate the performance of the proposed transfer
-learning-based calibration method, we quantitatively
evaluated its motion measurement accuracy, the
generalizability of its measurement performance, and the
computational cost of training the model. Referring the fact
that data-driven approaches exhibit superior performance than
linear approaches [7], [18], we took experiments only with
data-driven calibration models.

Fig. 8: Estimated trajectories of ankle movements during
reciprocating rotation in six directions based on (a) x-y-z
Cartesian coordinates and (b) the angle values corresponding to
the two ankle joint axes.

A. Accuracy of Predefined Motion Measurement
For a given predefined motion, the monitoring
performance depends on the capabilities of the model itself [7],
[20], [27]. In this work, we analyzed the accuracy of
estimating reciprocating rotation in six directions, the session
1 motion, described in section III-A. The accuracy of a motion
measurement is represented by the tracking error, calculated
as the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the angle
estimated by the model and the actual angle measured. To
visualize the joint motion trajectories, we monitored the
changes in the joint angles and transformed the trends of the
joint angles into Cartesian coordinates. The visualized
trajectories provide an intuitive view of the joint motion trends
as a supplement to the RMSE values.
The definition of the coordinate system is illustrated in Fig.
7. The visualized trajectories and the estimated joint angles
show that both models are capable of tracking movements in
all six directions with sufficient performance, as shown in Fig.
8. Values that lie outside the ROM of each individual
rotational axis are not misrepresented; they are the result of
simultaneous rotation around both the talocrural and subtalar
joint axes, as these axes are non-orthogonal and thus exhibit
interdependency. The results are not overfitted to the data, as
discussed in section III-D. A quantitative evaluation shows
that the difference between the models corresponds to an
average tracking error of only 1.33° and a maximum error of
2.43°, as shown in Table 1. The direct model achieves a
slightly better tracking error than the proposed transfer model
does. However, because the deep learning process is a
non-convex optimization problem, there is no guarantee that
the current result is globally optimal. Therefore, a quantitative
comparison of the exact RMSE values may not be meaningful.
Nevertheless, the comparable RMSE levels indirectly suggest

Fig. 9: Estimated trajectories of ankle movements during
circular rotation based on (a) x-y-z Cartesian coordinates and
(b) the angle values corresponding to the two ankle joint axes.

Table I: Tracking errors for six-directional motions and circular
motions at the ankle [RMSE, root-mean-square error in
degrees].

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Six directions (RMSE)
Transfer
Direct
model
model
(proposed)
4.44
5.22
4.89
6.34
5.09
5.97
4.75
7.18
4.59
5.70

Circular motion (RMSE)
Transfer
Direct
model
model
(proposed)
21.6
10.8
9.16
6.54
11.3
8.88
21.0
15.0
26.3
18.9

that the proposed transfer-learning-based calibration method
is able to achieve a level of performance close to that of the
direct model while having an advantage in terms of utilization
because of the extremely simple linear transformation used in
the calibration step.
B. Generalized performance to Arbitrary Motions
Generalizability refers to the capability of a model to
estimate arbitrary output that is not considered during the
training process. There is no standardized method of
quantitatively validating generalizability because it is strongly
related to the distribution or domain type of the input dataset,
and it is difficult to formulate a method of handling every
possible relationship. Therefore, we performed a relative
comparison of generalized performance by comparing the
tracking errors for a type of joint motion different from the
motion used for training. Specifically, we used the same direct
model and transfer model mentioned in section IV-A and
tested them on circular rotational motions. The results show
that the proposed transfer model exhibits superior
generalizability of estimation performance, with an average

Table II: Comparisons of computational cost for the proposed
method using transfer model and the direct model.
Sample
size

Time per
epoch (ms)

Total epoch

Direct model

18422

1010

1986

Transfer Model
(proposed)

620

0.562

2143

tracking error difference of 5.85° and a maximum of 10.8°
(Table I). Additionally, the visualized trajectories show higher
measurement accuracy and follow the input more closely. The
transfer model produces a smooth circular trajectory, while the
direct model produces unwanted movements, as shown in Fig.
9. One reason for this higher performance is that the transfer
model was trained in advance with all possible joint angle
states via simulation. By contrast, it is not practical to measure
all possible joint angle states for each user in a motion capture
experiment, and even if such measurements could be
performed, training a new calibration model from scratch for
each individual user would incur a high computational cost.
C. Comparison of Computational Cost
Generally, computational cost can be compared in terms of
the model capacity, the sample size of the training dataset, and
the computation time. For one subject (S1), the size of the
training dataset was set to 18,422 for the direct end-to-end
model, and 620 data values were used (see section III-D).
With regard to computation time, we measured the training
time for each epoch and tallied the total number of training
epochs. The results
show that
the proposed
transfer-learning-based model took 1.01 s per epoch and
required a total of 1986 epochs to complete the training
process. In contrast, the direct end-to-end calibration model
took 0.562 ms per epoch and required a total of 2143 epochs
(Table II). The result shows significantly improved
computation speed with smaller amount of data, while
simultaneously achieving improved model performance.
D. Demonstration
We built a real-time sensing brace operation platform
based on LABVIEW (National Instruments™, USA). The
demonstration platform, as shown in Fig. 10, provides
monitoring of the ankle joint angles and the Cartesian
coordinates of the center of the foot in the Cartesian plane, as
shown in Fig. 6 (see the demonstration video). The operating
frequency of the system is set to 250 Hz. The demonstration
scenario shows the monitoring of various free movements of
the ankle joint, and provides applicability to leisure activity,
with dancing scenario.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a soft-sensor-based wearable sensing brace
design that improves the accuracy and repeatability of soft
sensor measurements as well as a calibration method based on
musculoskeletal simulations and transfer learning for
improved computational efficiency. We proposed a sensing
brace with a novel wire-driven design that ensures that only
stretch stimuli are imposed on the strain sensors, thus
eliminating unwanted disturbances and reducing the

Fig. 10: Scheme of demonstration in dancing scenario.

time-varying property of the response. Additional advantages
include high repeatability due to the predefined wire
alignment and easy wearability due to the flexible design. We
simulated the behavior of multi-DOF ankle joint movements
to serve as the basis of a data-driven calibration model. The
model was then fine-tuned on measured motion data by
means of a simple linear transformation. As a result, our
calibration process is fast and computationally efficient and
results in model performance comparable to that achieved
with the direct end-to-end calibration process. Our approach
shows high generalizability for various types of
measurements, meaning that a transfer-learning-based model
trained on only certain types of measured motion information
can be used to monitor arbitrary motions with sufficient
measurement performance.
Nevertheless, our approach still has some limitations to be
solved. In the current sensing brace design, the length of the
strain sensors themselves is too long due to their low
stretchability. In addition, the sensors are susceptible to
vibration because they are suspended on wires. The improved
estimation accuracy can be achieved based on the
consideration of dynamic behavior at the sensor calibration
network to monitor fast joint motions.
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